
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uKXgF5KQcg

Russia's influence in the region
especially in the coming days the Paris
administration's dialogue with Moscow
will bring more clarity to this
situation in in addition to France the

United Kingdom also reacted to Vladimir
6:33
Putin's
6:34
critical decision to host Palestinian
6:36
representatives in Moscow the UK has
demanded that Hamas be disbanded and its
leadership sent into Exile so that it no
longer poses a threat to Israel in favor
of a technocratic leadership within a
demilitarized governing authority to
serve until elections in response to the warnings
and demands of the Western countries
6:56
Hamas has also reacted 
Hamas demanded
that if it participates in the Moscow
talks the discussion should focus on
rebuilding the Palestine Liberation
Organization and Reviving a committee of
Palestinian factions as a step towards
the establishment of a technocratic
government until conditions allow
elections to be held 
7:00
at the same time
Hamas demanded the resignation of the
current Palestinian Authority president
mmud abas Hamas has ruled Gaza since
2007 when it expelled the PA after
winning last years elections and unlike
the PA does not believe in a two-state
solution because it would require

recognition of Israel the Palestinian
Authority in the West Bank recognizes
Israel but is widely seen as in need of
Reform and Democratic accountability

Hamas is completely opposed to this View
and does not want Mahmud Abbas in power
it remains to be seen what Russia's
strategic position on this issue will be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uKXgF5KQcg


and how it will balance between Hamas

and the Palestinian Authority this
8:02
balance will probably become clearer
after the meeting in
8:05
Moscow what kind of policy Putin will
8:08
pursue until and after the meeting is of
8:10
course very important in this Regard in
8:13
addition the attitude of the West on
8:16
this issue in the future is at least as
8:18
important as Russia's
8:20
approach although Western Powers
8:22
disagree with Russia on many issues many
8:25
Western officials do not believe that
8:27
Moscow is playing a destructive role in
8:30
Gaza Arab countries in the region are
8:33
divided over the war the issue is
8:35
further Complicated by the fact that
8:37
different Arab states have different
8:39
views on the future of Hamas Qatar for
8:42
example believes that Hamas will somehow
8:44
survive and its existence cannot be
8:46
denied however Egypt's foreign minister
8:49
Sam shukri argues that Hamas is outside
8:52
the accepted majority of the Palestinian
8:54
people including the recognition of
8:56
Israel so countries in the region do not
8:59
agree on the relationship between Hamas



9:01
and the West Bank but what do
9:03
Palestinians think about relations
9:05
between Hamas and the West Bank the
9:07
Palestinian Authority established as
9:09
part of the 1993 Oslo peace agreement
9:12
between Israel and the PLO has seen its
9:14
legitimacy steadily undermined by the
9:17
construction of Jewish settlements in
9:19
the occupied West Bank in addition many
9:22
Palestinians now view the West Bank
9:24
Authority as corrupt undemocratic and
9:27
disconnected this is why Palestinians
9:29
continue to insist on a more independent
9:31
approach to governance the West Bank
9:34
administration on the other hand has
9:36
begun to discuss hamas's inclusion in
9:39
the administration asked whether hamas's
9:41
inclusion in the broader PLO platform
9:44
would alienate International Partners sh
9:47
said Hamas is an integral part of the
9:50
Palestinian political Arena sha spoke
9:53
about the preconditions that Hamas must
9:55
accept in order to become a member of
9:57
the PLO Hamas 's insistence on
10:00
recognizing the PLO platform would force
10:02
it to recognize Israel but for now the



10:05
armed group in Gaza is not interested in
10:08
this proposal in the future the
10:10
possibility of Hamas recognizing Israel
10:13
seems almost impossible in short the
10:16
Middle East is in a big spiral while the
10:19
negotiations for the solution of this
10:21
situation continue the common view of
10:23
the world countries is that the global
10:25
crisis should not grow anymore thank you
10:28


